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Context
The future is a massive multiagent 
system:

- Humans
- Software agents
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We (humans) are responsible for 
embedding values into 
autonomous agents.

➔ Programmers need to turn 
values into code



Turning Values into Code
Based on Schwartz’s Theory of Basic Human Values, 
abstract values are grounded into permanent goals that 
agents pursue:

Moral 
values

Motivational 
goals

Grounded as 1. Proxies for values

2. How values manifest in the real/virtual world

3. State of affairs + history of actions

4. Permanent status

5. Value hierarchy → goal hierarchy



Turning Values into Code
Once values are turned into permanent goals, the 

autonomous agent can evaluate the state of the world 

as it relates to every value instilled in it.

Moral 
values

Motivational 
goals

Grounded as
The human designer is in charge of deciding how a 

value is grounded:

→ control over the meaning of values



Promoting Values with Norms
Technical norms encompass:

Do’s and don’ts over the actions that an autonomous agent can take,

under what circumstances

with what effects

→ Norms are the main value-promoting mechanism ← 



Promoting Values with Norms
Norms can change the incentive structure and steer the system towards 
outcomes that are better viewed in terms of values (i.e. closer to the 
grounding goals).

When that is the case → norms are aligned w.r.t. values



Agents Autonomously Handle Norms
Agents try to adapt the system’s norms to promote their understanding of 
values:

Agents autonomously propose, negotiate and agree on the norms to be 
implemented.

Norms will not reflect any individual value structure, but an aggregation 
of them → the emergent social values

The agents are responsible for embedding values into norms, not the 
outside designer.



Agents Autonomously Handle Norms

How can agents decide whether 
to accept or reject a candidate 
norm? → compute its alignment:

1. Model the situation
2. Predict the outcome
3. Evaluate outcome w.r.t. 

instilled values



Summary - Our Value Engineering Proposal
● Values are coded into agents as permanent goals, designed by an 

outside human team.
● Technical norms promote values by shifting the system towards 

outcomes that come closer to the grounding goals.
● Agents autonomously negotiate over which norms to adopt and use 

value alignment to assess any proposal.
● Norm negotiation is a form of value aggregation of individual values 

into emergent social values.



Preliminary Results



Value-Guided Synthesis of Norms‡

Suppose all agents agree on their understanding of 
values

→ Find the set of norms with optimal alignment w.r.t. 
our values of interest

Test on a simple social model emulating a tax system

Values: economic equality, fairness

Leverage established AI techniques to compute the 
norms that best promote these values.

‡:This work has been accepted for presentation at the AAMAS 2021 conference under the title “Value-Guided Synthesis of Parametric Normative Systems”
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Building Situation Models from Norms
Automatic generation of an action 
situation models based on the 
specification of rule configuration
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Take-Home Message
Leverage agent autonomy to promote ethical behaviour

through the crafting and selection of norms

+

Keep humans in control

who decide the meaning of values

Open questions:

? Complete implementation

? Which and how social values emerge from norm negotiation?
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